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IN OUR 80th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, March 19, 1959

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXX NO. 67

MURRAY MANUFACTURING PLANS TWO
AND ONE HALF MILLION $$ EXPANSION
Sir

WHAT CAN 400 MORE INDUSTRIAL
WORKERS MEAN?

s a striped drawstring blouson
detente which appears to be,
i color choice of hot pink or
! Peter Pan collar and brass,

What can 400 additional industrial Workers
mean for Calloway County? The figures below
will give some idea. They were arrived at by
multiplying by four what 100 additional workers
•
would mean.
* 880 More People
* 444 More Homes
* $2,360,000 More Personal Income
* $1,080,000 More Bank Deposits
* 428 More Passenger Cars
* $1,449,000 Mcre Retail Sales

1:avid Lipsconeb college to play
le first game Tuesday evening
t 7:30. March 17th.
This is the first time a Buchann ream ha: gone to the State.

•

RIS

se Grocery

Bible Institute
To Be Held AlLedbetter Chu ch

lain Street

ind COMPARE

Easter Revival Is
-Planned At Hardin

SHIPMENT OF

4CY POTTERY

& Bible instiute wil: b_ hot.
atIlhe Ledbetter Baptist Cherett
on March 20 and 21.

Wilburn Farris

On March 20 Bro. Arlet Jones
speak at 7:00 p. in. on Security of the Believer. At 8:00
p. m. Bro. J. tui Stringer will
speak on Stetwartship.

iSIER
IL
INCE

On March 21 the institute will
begin at 10:00 a. m and continue
unte 8:00 p. m. Dinner will be
veiled at no.tri by the churth.
Skers WITI b gen. -D: w. BTU-.
ington, Bro. Rudolph Noel. Bro.
Raymond Baker. Bro. Odis Jones,
Bro. T. G Shelton. and Bro.
Frank Travis.
The public is invited to attend this two day ible institute
by the congregation and pastor
Bro. Coltharp.

DAY 9 A M

An Easter Revival is planned
at the Hardin Methodist Church
which will start Monday nignt,
March 23 at 7:30 p. m. and will
eoreintie threegh the weeke
Th,re will lee a different min. ter for each service Monday
thru Saturday night. There will
ae a sunrise service_ Easter Sunday morning which will be conilected by the pastor, Bro, R. L.
D:eseen. Everyone is invited to
attend each service. Viseing ministers, who will bring messages
will at Monday evening, Bro.
Zuni Mathis; Tuesday evening.
Easley: WedriesflaY
bete

The Murray Manufacturing Company, pictured above before the $300,000 addition to the plant several
years
ago, has just announced that it will begin a $2,500,000 expansion as quickly as possible. An
increase of 400
employees is anticipated and the production capacity of the plant will be doubled.
-

Stove Plant Gave City
Impetus After The War

Thursday evening. Bro. Louis
After considering over 100 loJoiner; Friday evening, Bro. Hen- cations. tile Tappan
Steve Com ry Smith, Saturday evening. Bro. pany of Mansfield. Ohio, came
Owens.
Hoyt
to Murray in October of 1945
to construct what is now called
The United States purchased the Murray Manufacturing ComFlorida from Spain in 1819 for palsy.
five million dollars.
This move by Tappan, pee.

%Acted Jobe for several hundred
people in Callaway County, many
of whom would have had to
leave for other localities in search
if employment.
This post-war decision of the
Tappan Company started Murray on its way to unpercedented
growth which has slowed est
lenses, but never the less, has
continued an an upward spiral.
1 he first venture of the Murlay Manufactueng Company was
.c complete a foundry and bring
in key pereennel to train prospective workers on the art of
casting.

2.95 yd.
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must make room
ported and domesyard first quality,
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; Coatings
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COMP.•-

Jobs For 400 To
Be The Result Of
Big Expansion

lit

The foundry was the first departnent organized, just as it
is the starting point for raw
material to be assembled into a
I finished product.
,
The Lundry now makes castngs for both the Murray and
Mans-field plates. The total employment tette in 1945. when tne
erst seive left the aesembly line
•as ateuet 31j. Tosay the pleat
iias ever 580 workers on the
..ayroll which nas risen to mere
than two million dollars a yearI he sempeny ships 557 bee car
nu 15e trucks loads f electric
.ita gas ranges out of Murray
sch year and their increasing
..enanee for a higher output
vas mark-d by an expansion pro, cam two years ago of $320.000
isr new equiemene a larger
einleing, an an increase of 40
per cent in production.
Manufacturing
The
Murray
Company I. day is a large man.utacturirej plant in every sense
_f_the word, lacking only a local
ale. force. I he sale, are handler'.
;rem :he Mansfield. Ohio office.
efurray we: the site in March
it 1958 for :he sales meeting
fir the entire company when the
new Tappan gas ranges wore
ntrod uced
Verne 0. Kyle, 118 North Four
teen:h Street is the plant'., general manager. A native of Manslied, Kyle has been associated
with Tappan for 30 years.
Mr. Kyle is pleased with the
friendly ernployee and management relations which has contributed much to the high rating
of the local plant among the
lenge industry. Coca Cola and
other concession machines at the
plant are the property of the
employees themselves, the proceeds going into a recreation
fund for their own use. Not all
of it is limited to fun, however
as evidenced. Four years ago
These huge die presses of the Murray Manufacturing Company give some idea as to when they donated $1700., to
the March of
large
the size of the operation of the plait. Costing thousands of dollars, these huge presses amounts have Dimeeother
been contributed
stamp out parts of the Tappan gas ranges, including the entire top. By changing the to local Drives.e
.
(lie, various parts of the range are fabricated and after treatment reach the assembly
The foundry is the basis for
line to becorno part of a completed. range.
the building at the plant and

hurt- Inc raw steel and other
metal materials go through extensive drilling where they are
shaped into various components.
The parts are inspected frequently and cleaned constantly
in their move up the assembly
1.ne by conveyor or factory-truck.
Two huge foundaries are used
to heat • and melt all types of
metal'. Their cleaning methods
are many including a sand blaster to take out the courser defects.
The parts are then shifted to
a machine shop for drilling, filling, and other essential operations. In the fabricating department the sheet steel is placed
.n giant preawes where it is patterned into Fizes set for the
mos.el range.
Another major passage of the
material! is threugh the enamel
department. which ,perates day
and night. The basic colors that
Taepen uses are blue and white.
ih • inede beires characteristic
I thc_s, former.
Enamel mak.ng is a 5 hour
oroeess which ha, clay and certa.n chemicals as its basic ingredients.
Prebaoly the most complete
cleaning stage is Ger.ved from
the fluid and chem.cal process.
the inateriats are aped in a
.eries of vats filled with nickel,
:ale acid, and various bonderizeg elements. Frem there they
into a dryer, designed to
erevent rust. F.nally the finish.rig tr uch is made in a 1500 degree furnace.
After the ranges are assembled
:hey are given a thorough check
(4 inspectors who held any 'detective ranges. Once approved
.hey are secured in cartons for
:hipping. About 70 per cent of
:he prociticts are shipped immediately while the remainder
is held. for ready storage.
The factery climaxes it., steady
output each July when they
close for two weeks of annual
v.ication

Son Born To Mr.
And Mrs. Harney
Mr and Mrs. Phil Harney. 3073
Topaz Lane, Dallas Texas announce the birth of a 10 pound
eon, born today, March 19th in
the Baylor Baptist Hospital in
Dallas.
Mrs. Harney is the former Miss
Carolyn Melugin. The maternal
grandparents being Mr. and Mrs.
Noel Melugin, Olive Street. Murray_

Pianist Will
Be Presented
Here Sunday

A $2,500,000 expansion program has been announced
for the Murray Manufacturing Company by Verne 0.
Kyle, general manager of the plant.
Plans are being rushed to completion and construction
ofthead
said.ditional building will begin as soon as possible,
Kyle
The expansion program here is part of a $3.700.000
program of the Tappan Company and will result in the
doubling of the production capacity of the Murray plant.
Mr. Kyle said that over 400 more employees would
be required. Five hundred and eighty are now employed
at the stove plant.
The new building will be constructed just west of the
present plant and will be joined to the present largi
building.
The expansion will not only involve the additiona
new building, but will affect every department since increased capacity, storage and warehouse facilities are
being designed.
Mr. Kyle said that the expansion was brought on by
an increased demand for Tappan products,
W . it Vile Tappan, pre..
dent 810-4641+- Vappes - 0.‘abgas.:4
said "Tappan currently has the
largest backlog of orders in its
history upon completing a record
shattering sales year. with 1958
running 28 per cent ahead of
1957 sales and production."
the
attributed
Tappan
Mrcompany's present performance
to a "long range planning program which has doubled our

—
• - Iota Beta Chapter of Sigma
Alpha Iita. National Music Fraternity for Wsemen, will present
Karren Keys a brilliant yeung
American pianist in a' Benefit
Concert Sunday afternoon March
22. 1959 at 3:00 p. m in the
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts
Building at Murray State College.
Karen Keys, a native of Okla- ^••••••
homa City. has recently rteurnet
from four years abroad to cot.tinue her concert career in th
United States. She was gractuateri
frem the Eastman School of Mu5-1
ic and received a Fullbright I
Grant to study in Paris. where,
in 1954 she won the most important yearly award for pianists. Her piano artistry has earned the approval of the leading
musicians in France. She remained in Europe until the summer of 1957 where she established an excellent reputation from.
her appearances in rnireor • citiea
of England.
This is a Benefit Concert for
the Sigma Alpha Iota Foundatern. This nateetal organization
was created to assist financially
broariereng opportunities for
American eeuth thrrugh itsmany
music sch•tlarsteie and cernposiVerne 0. Kyle
tion aware,. It aliso contributes
to the sump rt
each organizeGeneral Manager
lien as the Metropolitan Opera
Company. The Mac Dowell Col- Asearch and development activiony, and thc National Music ties, increased our sales staff
Council. Wtele no admission will and broadened our market ccbe charged for the concert, all starch and advertisinge.
contributions will go to further
Every department in the plant
the work if the Foundation.
will be affected. In tho foundary
Murray is indeed fortunate to and entire new system of mouldhave the opportunity to hear ing will be installed and adthis teestanding young artist a d:lions' large pressei and smell
Fpckesman said and the public mesees will be put into use. Adis cordially invited to attend. ditional welding equipment, maThere will be a reception for terial handling and storage syMiss Keys, wile is a member of stems will be installed in !lit
Sigma - Alpha Iota, immediately prC 5 room.
following the concert.
The company plans on adding
another electric enamel furnace,
cover coat system, and additional
machines for spraying. conveying and drying stove parts.
New systems and facilities will
also be installed in the aesernblY
department. Kyle said that ad_
A sheeted cantata, "The Seven ditional railroad shipping siding
Last Words of Christ". will be and truck decks will be added
presented at the First Metheabst to present facilities.
The stock rooms. office faciliChurch on Sunday night at 7:30
everal of the choirs in ties, maintenance department. tool
o'clock
the community are working to- room and pattern shops will be
gether to present this work of changed and expanded to fit
Theodore Dubois.
in with the overall ex-lean:eon.
-Mr. Kyle said that we expect
Professor Robert Baer, Director of the choir at the First Meth- to complete this expansion proodist Church will direct the can- gram and still produce and opertata. Professor John Winter will ate the plant as usual. This will
take careful planning'', he conbe at the organ.
Soloists are: Mrs. Howard 011- tinued.
In 1957. Tappan announced a
ie, Soprano; Alan Koehn, Tenor;
J. C. Stith. Baritorie. The com- broad program of diversification
munity is invited to hear this and expansion with the purchase
ot the Champion Molded Pitssacred cantata.

Sacred Cantata
Planned Here
On Sunday Night

•
•
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tics. Inc. of Bryan, Ohio Char:epee:I is one of the country's pr.rcipal supplier of plastic cornponents for the refrigeration .an,
air conditioning industry. Thii
company also manufacture, pet
tic parts for aut:rnebiles rare , '
and television receivers, and pr:
times a line of plastic toys an
hardware.
In addition to its 'Murray is
Mareteld plants, Tappan a: •
operates the Canadian Tappie:
Company, Montreal Canada. an ,
a wholly-owned subsiorary. Okt
etc & Merritt Company. Ie Angeles, California—the Ian&
gas range manufacturer on the
west coast.

Weather
Report
United

Press

I nternatiOnal

United Press International
KENTUCKY — Temperatu:.
will average two to three degro
below the state normal of 4b degrees for the five-day period.
Thursday
through
Monde y.
Warmer Thursday. becoming cooler Saturday and Sunday, w:th
little change in temperature Mon day.

Training Union Study
Course Is Planned
The .
ii .rst Baptist Church v.
hold a Training Union ewe.
course Monday. March 23 thr
ugh Friday. March 27. The stu
course will be held from 7:00
8:30 each evening.
There will be qualified t
chers err all classes from jun.,
to edults. Eeveryone is inset
to attend.

'AGE TWO
••••
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THURSDAY — MARCH '19, 1K9

Crazed Convict Bargains 'With
Governor For Lives Of Four

PuBLISHEO by LEDGER a TIMES PUBLISHING
COMPANY, his
nonsondauon of the Murray Ledger, The Callow
ay Tunas, and TIN
times-Hera/4 October 20, 1924 and the West
Eantatektime Jaasirefig
1942.

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLLSHMIL
Me reserve the rtght to reject any Advertising. Letters M
IN, Mier,
sr Public Voice items which. in SW opinion. SIM
BM kw km keel
Interest of our readera..

By JERRY GOULD
then I will release half the kei,
United Prete International
as soon as I can I release de
SOUTH CHARLESTON, W. Va. rest at the time I get Pest
-if
U119-A crazed ex-convict bar- Pest refuses despite all I can ele
gained today with the governor 1 will release half the kids anyof West Virginia-the life of his way but wi:1 torture the
secret enemy in exchange for the to death." Payne threatened ,
Inies of a kidnaped mother and
At another point the five-page
her three small children.
letter said, "If Post refuses beIn a letter delivered tbday to cause you just want him to die
Gov. Cecil H. Underwood. exthen•ali my captives will be
convict Richard I. Payne. 23, ex-1 tortured to death. I have spoken."
plained his 'screwball" scheme
A three-day deadline was
for vengeance on his worst • en- posed by Payne,
01
e•my. whom he tdentilted as "Bur"By the night of the 21st,
ton Junior Post, better known as should have his
head:' Payne
.11111kommimmalinglimeari s-aid.
He spectnee that only the FBI
could join in ..n the investigation
and that Untie: wooa, an FBI
. of the
SOUTH CHARLESTON, W. agent and a "parent'
Baldwin'e must broadcast their
Va. pet - The automobile In
assent to the plan Irein a local
%heel Richard A. Payne adtelevision station in South Charlducted a mother and her three
eston.
children was found abandoned
nodes near SmithvIlle. W. Va.,
about 90 miles north of here,
•
state police reported.

IIATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLAC31 IFTTIO
Ilisairee.kt. Tana_ 119 Park Ave., Mese UM; N1 1:35)., INS
XII h. 1101119ps Area,
OS Illetysten Ikt., Sesta&

40ers

Sneered at Ilee Peat Otnesh, Murray, Kentucky. Ns tammini
enies as
Second Clam Matter
SUBSCRIPTION RATIN: By Carrier W Murray, par week
Mg, per
mon* Mic. In Calloway wadi siaMMINg eirailles. per peseg, 03,11It aleerbersa.

L..

THURSDAY — "MARCH 19, 19:i9
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
New School Buildings ..

$130.000

Bulletin

Planning Commission with ProfPssional
Consultation
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
Widened Streets In Some Areas
Continued Home Building
Airport For Murray
City Auditorium

El

•

FINISHED RANGES roll off the line at
the Murray Manufacturing Company in an
unending
stream. They leave Murray via train
and truck to dealers all over the Unite
d States. The $2,500.000 expansion program of the firm
is expected to double the production capaci
ty of the
plant.

light Girl

•
Junior Starcher," a convict of
West Virginia slate penitentiary SCOUIS Die
at Moundsville.
•
Payne, released last week form
Moundsville. kidnaped -Mrs. Elms
In
Wednesday's complete record folBy ALEX KAHN
btu-rage of lefts and rights to the Baldwin, 29, and her three chile
BISLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
lows:
United Press International
head and body that so dated di en. Kenneth. 10, Danny. 7. and
Census
53
SuSan. 5, fr,m their South CharLOS ANGELES
XENIA. Ohio (UPle-Eight GI!
Adult Bede
ts on ume at gunpoint
Davy Mu re the world's fen a moment. And
nits and' their two advisers
e n
Let the-Eu-i-U-Tdtunto hue Emergency Beds
the
followts-rirre
up
aDe
12
day
natherweign Cr( : perched on in the seventh
were killed near here Wednesday
clinche
'Patients Admitted
d
it
for
..
4
Scores of police, aided 'oy FBI when a tremht tra.n struck their
nis head, today r -e. i the plau- Moore. barring
benevolence.
a reversal of the
Patients isimissed
— I Corinthians 7:3.
0
dits of the fil
e • Id for his tren dof battle that never mater- agents from Pittsburgh joined en station wagon. 'broadside on a
New • Cnizern
Inc CV sway County 4-H Tal. 0
the hunt for Payne, described by croseing
14th round keoe
etery over ialized
ent Show will be held Friday Patients adm'tted frier Moday
n
State Police Capt. W. R. Callag,A little- appreciation goes a very long way.
Hogen . ifet,d)
The girl-re-all 12 years old, and
ny of Nigeria
night March 27. This event will 9:00 a. m. to Wedneaday 9:30 a. in.
han as "extremely dangerous in the advisers were on their way
Wedresday nigh' 7r: a bruising
Mrs. Joseph ft Walker.
be held at the Little Chapel
view a his apparent mental can- home from the Greeh Ceunty li5: title bout.
../04444,Wic•11.,./.6114oWoW• A
Auditorium on the Campus of Thomas Barkley Jones, Ht. 1,
dition." Roadblocks were set op brary here when the accident ocIn one round, the sixth, the
Murray State College beginning Lynn Grove; Mrs. Leon Cooper,
throughout the southwestern por- curred. They had been studying
form
nationa
r
l
amateu
r
WELCOME NEWS
bantam
Rt.
4: Otte Earl srhAv, at. 3, Purat 7:00 p. m.
tion of West Virgirra.
weigin champion turned the tide
for merit Muses.
•
This promises to be an evening year. Tenn.; Jehn Mathie Mich•
Wants Vengeance
erette
of
"The car was . pill open .like a
.is
he
sere
the
champi
on
ois, 710 Poplar,. Thomal Harri4
good
entert
ainmen
t
represe
ntPayne, in the letter to Under- tin can and pc d.e were strewn
HE almouncemunt today by Verne Kyle, general manareeling
into
:he
ropes
with
a
wild
mg the 4-H Cense in Calloway son Crider, Rt. 2; Bryan Yates,
wood. said. -I have kldnaped all over the title.,' the Rev. Alvin
nun./ of b'oa's that left Basses,
ger of .the Murray Manufacturing Company, that the C surey. The publ
.
.c .s invited Wimp; Mrs. T. J. Elkins. Rt. dazed and
amine children who are citizens Klotz of tie Veaver
Church
an
easy
target.
6;
...orripany plans an expansion program of two and one-ha
Mrs.
to
Louis
see
4-H
member
Washbu
s
rn.
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Th Sp.inefield. Ohio. challennVine
St.,
the
Mrsadmiss
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Speen.. eeateinowed. .
inithion -doilterev tomes-as welcome. news- -to the people -of
gee ern. Only you have the power
The Rev. Klotz was believed to
-nee advantage in
Each 4-H Club in the county Gen . Del.,. Mrs.' George R. Wilta save therm from certain death be the first pe.;on to the scene.
the, next round to cut up the
'Storni:: and,. Calloway Courtly.
'his prom:sari to have an act in liam-. B_x 262. Mn. Breeke Mai.h:•mpion cvz.'n more. He then . The Murray Civic Music As- by granting my demands. I don't He Was at a service ,tation a
,
This program will mean tbat eventually 400 additional this show_ The Talent Show will tidy. Rt. 1; Weet Russel!. Rt. 6'
piled up a big - margin of points sociation has a Inpleied organiza- want money I want VENGE - mile from the crossing when it
Mrs.
Wendel
l
divided
be
:rite' two divisions;
Anbreten, Rt. 5;
lemployees'aviti be added tb the payroll of the firm.
occurred.
through the 13th round vi- hen Bak tion at a- series of meet:2.1gs held ANCE.
- Cluo Acts and
es- acts. 7 n •mas Jan Peaven. Rt. 4. Bent- sey's neanige
amens the part wee k., The As"My purpose is to kill and take
Bill Murray. engineer of tlea
This comes as welcome news for severai r?asons. One A spec.anty Act Spec:al:
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George
Harry
•Olddl
s-n;
ae
1ine3,Siedn, 704 Poplar;
will be made
stopped the fight because the eociation has been fin-rned to the hea, of my wort enemy who Pennsylvarea
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fretgM
:cif course. is that the city and county will enjoy a larger
4 members and can Mr5. Themes Ilkley and baby boy,
is
Jinn&
new
a
out of reach. He is in train, enrcute from Columbus to
series of top-Cight conchampion c, uld not see from the
\
3
not mate than 3 minu- Rt. 5: Mrs J. M. Elkins. Gen..
payroll and employment.
cens
fere:an:4
peneitentiary at Cichmond, Ind.. said the station
internationally
•
-e acts viell consist of Dei , A:me; Melody Myers. 402 Mood flowing into his eyes.
wagon "seerneo to pause on the
A.bother, and vc e think almost as important, is
btf ore weighed 1251e and Bas- fernetes stars of television, stage A'..ondseustVvlIiirge:."
that - e.„ e
quartets. trios duets, So 6th., Mrs. Wileasn Monne/and
"I. demand that you cause the track as if going to stop, then
the concert field to Murree,.
this is indicative that the Murray Manufikuring Comand instrumental numbers. mein and baby girl, lie I. Kirk- my 125 for the bout.
At a muscling held ear:y this convict %hese name is Burton Continucn across :lie track.
Given Tremendous Ovation
.h Lien Acts will be made up sey, Mrs. Sadie C. Smith, 401
•
pany ha:' faith in the future -of Murray and Callo
The &mine-track cussing at
way of 25% or not
Tee cenwd of 10 000 persons week, the following officers were Junior Poe, better known" as
, So.- Stn.. Mrs. George Neal.
mere
than
2.
310
•
President. Rev. William Jursior &archer. to coeperalie the outskirts or'Alpha, a small
-County. The move was made to Murray by the compa
ny rembers of the club. These aella lends Ave. Lansing. Mich.; Wile title bout in Olymp.c Auditorium
ehomas. Vice-Presidents. Mrs. with me. I HATE him with all c. mmenity three and a half miles
titin bou in Olympic Auditorium
an 1945. and their prior expansion and the announced/te
of a number 34 speti- barn Bryan Tolley. 1326 West
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gait both fighters a trnmendous Charles Clark, Mrs. Howard E. my existence. Now I must kill west of th.s southwestern Ohio
Main.
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one,
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means thatthey are pleased with the move.
1621
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go mad. I am honor
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-1 knew at the end of the .1ixth Allbritten, and Concert Chair•I resents a challenge to the people of this area
to be held an Tuesday night 9.00 a. m. to Wednesday 9:30
scheme for what he termed "the church hut he dien't know it was
and each
und that 1 was . going to win man, Re-hard Fennell.
am, :
Mernbersnsp in the Murray teeth circuit' which he said, was them that were in the cra-h.
'of us has the responsibility to do what is needed to make March 31. This event will be
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title."
Wore
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happily
Andrew
as Cane Music
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Association is open, between Spencer and Salem. He
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Bargains With
Lives Of Four

ccidents Are The Cause
f The Deaths Of Many

then I will release half the kat,
as soon as I can I release ite
a• rest at the time I get Post-if
Pest refuses despite all I can du,
ir I will release half the kids ans.
is way but will torture the
re to death." Payne threatened ,
d
At another point the five-page
letter said, "If Post refuses beio Lcaue you just want him to die
then•ali my captives will be
c-Itortured to death. I have spoken."
le
A three-day deadline was ims- posed by Payne,
r"By the night of the 21st, I
IS should
have his head." Payne
raid.
He spec:fee that only the FBI
could join in ..n the investigation
and that Linde: wocia. an FBI
agent and a -parent" of the
Baldwin' must broadcast their
assent to the plan from a local
television station in South Charleston.

NEW YORK, N.. Y. — Acc
ents take an annual toll of
:re than 42.000 lives in the
toted States among men beteen the .ages of 15 and 64, the
am n working ages, :t is reported
statiaticianis of the Metropolin Life Insurance Company.
This is the equivalent of a
-.lath rate
f 95 per 1,00.000,
ut seven times the toll
kitioy pneumonia or tuberculsis. Accidents are the leading
ause of death amoung men at
ges 15-39, and only heart disasa accounts fur greater number
f deaths at ages 40-44. Even at
gee 45-64, accidental deaths are
:utnumbered only by those from
he cardiovascular diaeaees and
anima%
Little encouragement is offered
by.cent trends in fatal accidents
among men at the main working
ages. the Statisticians point out.
Between 1949 and 1956 the accident
mortality
rate
among
while males ri ae 20 percent at
ages 15-19 and 26 percent at
ages 20-24.
One .factor alone accounts for
the unfavorable -trend of fatal
accidents among working men:
milpr vehicle accidents. The !nortaiffy rate fram this cause among

4ers

•

Eight Girl
Scouts Die
In Accident

XENIA. Ohio inn—Eight G.
Scouts and their two advisers
were killed near here Wednesday
when a freight tra.n struck their
station wagon. 'broadside on a
crowing.
The girls,-,all 12 yoars old, and
the advisers were en their way
home from the Green C,unty library here a hen the acciient occurred. They had been studying
for merit bauges. _
•
'The car was . phi open . like a
tin can and pc ,,:e
were strewn
all over the fieli..,' the R,.v. Alvin
Klotz of to Veaver C.-c.-ic Church
of the Beethern said.
The Rev. Klotz was believed to
be the first pt. on to the scene.
He was at a service Aation a
mile from the crossing when it
occurred.
Bill Murray. engineer of tll&
Pennsylvania
Railread
freigW
train, enrcute from Columbus to
Eictimand, Ind.. said the station
wagon "seemeo •.:: aause on the
track as if going to stop, then
tantinuce across :he track.
i The doubie-tritck crc ssing at
the uutskirts of''Alpha, a small
t.: mmuni'y three and a half miles
west of th.s sou,hwestern Ohio
eiiy. i unproteeti‘d except for a
k:waren signal.
rhe Rev. Klotz scd the GIP
Scouts held
meetings at his
ichurch t ut he diun't know it was
them that were in the crash.
After the tra.n SE:Lbellt, the mini-ter said "there were two or
three bodies close to the car but
the others were .:cattered in the
field.
FruseratAng Experience
"Curicusly, even thei gh members • of four families of
church were killed, it was on
1 when I found a billfold that I
' rectinized one of my girls.
. "I carted to take off my coat
to cover . body but th.sre were
so many I couldn't do IL It was
the moat frustrating exeerience I
have ever known as I sent from
person to person, knowing they
probably all were dead."
Six were known te- have been
killed instantly and three ntheo
were dead upon arrival at (NE
Greene County Memorial Hospital
here.
The tenth victim. Anna Wilvent, lived about two h iurs after
an ambulance took her to the
hospital. All the deaths were attributed to skull fractire
Mrs. Lucille White. 44. was apparently the driver oi the car.

white males at ages 15-64 rose
20 percent between ,1949 and
1956. Ir.none of these age groups
do fatalities resulting tram motor
vehicle accidents comprise less
than 41: Percent of the total accident mortality; at ages 20-24
the proportion is nearly 70 percent.
The major problem in curtailing the heavy accident death Lill
among men at the main working
ages is to reduce the freque,ncy
ut fatal injuries "after the whistle blows," the statisticians conclude. A few years ago one Met-

ropolitan made a study of accidental deaths among male industrial policyholders, 15-69 years
of age. who were employed at
the time of their deaths. This
study showed that four out of
five of the fatal injuries among
these men occurred off the job.
Only among underground coal
miners, cranemen. city firecnen,
and electric light and power
plant linemen were :here more
fatal accidents arising uot of
and in the course of employment
than those occurring away from
work.
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Both of us were brought up on farms
in western Kentucky. I am proud of
Harry Lee because he likes farm life,
because he likes the soil and likes to use
his hands to harvest God's plentiful gifts
of earth. On our fern i in Hickman County he has worked long hours in the
fields and with the stock. You won't-find
a prouder,farmer, particularly if you
get him talking about his pure bred
cattle.
I am proud of Harry Lee's success in
the newspaper business, which he went
Into after graduating from college with
the tremendous stake of $125, and that
borrowed from a good friend.

The Callaway County 4-H all
F A Hcg Show and Sale war
se held Monday March 23 at the
durray L:vesn :Lk C'enriany. The
how will start at 12'30 p. m•
The sale will be held that night
ieg.nning at 7 o'clockThere wri be around 200 h gs
or this event. The P. F A. chapera and 4-11 club that are per
icipating include, Kirksey, Milroy Training School, Baez], Lyre
irove, Almo and merrolzers fro.
le Calloway County 4-H Club
rganization.
The judges for this event will
e Arlie Scott, Teacher of Ait•
culture at Murrby State Cotge and Bill Tanner, buyer for
wift and Co.
All hogs should be at the siock
sr& by 10 a. m on the eta
' the show. There will be tv.
exams; Light Weight and
'eight. The heavy weigh:
w
insist of hrleft weighing
teen 160-230 lbs. and h.
'tights consit of hogs weig
tween 231 250 tbs.

remember those early newspapering
days quite well, seeing his hands and
face so smudged with printer's ink that
to take him by the car to a
tub of water and scrub him like a boy.
But it was worth it. Harry Lee has
prized no honor more than his election
as president of the Kentucky Press Association in 1942.

I am proud of Harry Lee's deep sense
of devotion to public service. When he
first spoke to me of his desire to serve
in our State Legislature— that was way
back while he was working his way
throtigh Murray State College— he said
he knew ire:would be like taking a second full-time job, even though the Legislature meets only several months every
two years. He likes to say that while the
pay of a State Legislator is part-time,
the person serving must devote full-time
if he is to be a conscientious and intelligent representative of the people.
I am proud, too, of the fact that Harry
Lee is active in our church and that he
takes an active part in theaffairs of the
Masons, the Shriners and the Rotarians.
It's a wonder how he finds time for all
these activities, but he does.
Most of all, I am proud of Harry Lee
for the many contributions he has made
to Kentucky during his 20 years experience in the Government and as President of the Senate and as Lieutenant
Governor. Na one could have worked
harder for greater educational opportunities for our youth, and for more
benefits for the farmer and the laboring
man. It is true, I believe, that only two
living men have served longer in our
State Legislature.
These are just a few of the things that
make me proud that Harry Lee wants
to be your Governor and continue to
work for the things that are best for
all of Kentucky. Of course I am a bit
prejudiced-. -But I feel less so when I
remember the thousands of letters we
received urging my husband to seek the
state's highest public office— and after
meeting so many thousands of enthusiastic Kentuckians during the first few
weeks of his campaign. All of this has
been a wonderful, wonderful tribute to
Harry Lee's many years of public service and both of us are deeply moved.

I am proud of Harry Lee because he is
what all of us Kentuckians call "home
folks." I don't think he has ever met a
stranger. He likes people and they like
him. I have heard it said often by Kentucky folks that there are two things you
ought to teach a boy. One is how to
shoot a gun and the other is how to
shake hands. Harry Lee knows how to
do those things. He can use his hands,
despite their size, to play the piano
him to
pretty well, too. But don't a
sing.
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my husband wants to be
Governor of Kentucky

I am proud of Harry Lee because he is
a Kentuckian, as I am, too. We're both
from old Kentucky families and have a
keen feeling of loyalty about our State.
There may have been a black sheep or
two (what family doesn't have them!)
but most of our folks have been good
citizens and good neighbors—as farmers,
businessmen, teachers and other professional people. And our three children
—Harry Lee. Jr., Nancy and Rose Gayle
—have been raised in the same tradition.

MIX
•

2 'Boxes 15

Colonial Sugar

Oh, I know Harry Lee is not the perfect
man. There are times when we may all
wish for such a husband, though
heaven help the woman who is married
to a man who doesn't have a few faults.
But Harry Lee is a good family man and
a good provider. We have known lean
years, but no matter what oor fortunes
have been, he has never compromised
his integrity or self respect, nor lost his
sense of humor.

ea

SOUP

======= 111/
11

J

Naturally, I am proud of my husband,
as you are of yours. I wish it were possible for me to bring him into every
h••me in Kentucky and have you meet
him personally and talk with him. But
since that is not possible, let me tell you
a few things about Harry Lee as I knaw
him through the eyes and heart of a
wife and a companion.
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Circle No 3 of the W.S.C.S. of
the: First Methodist Church met
Tuesday; Mareh 17th in the home
of alas Calie Jones or. Main St
The meet.ng was opened by
Mrs Jeff Farris „with a prayer.
The business meeting was eonducted by Mrs. Edgar Mere... program chairman. Mrs. Charlie Hale
was in charge of the program.
Mrs Jane Baker gave a Book
Review on Isaiah.
Mrs E A. Tucker Calera the
neeet ng with a prayer,
Rtfr.shment. were -served to 18
members and four _ visitors. Mrs.
E A Tecker. Mrs. Jemes Beker,
Mrs
L Divelbiss of Lesengton.
Chi. and Miss Frances Braciley.
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Lochie Landolt. Editor
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,Young Women Class
Aleets In Home Of
Mrs. Phil Mitchell

Darrylin K. Treas
Charles Lynn Parkerl
Engagement Told
M r and
H. E. 'Jackie)
d
H
"
Treas. Krrksey. announce the appreaching manage of their oldest'
daughter. Darrylin Kaye. to Mr.
Charles Lynn Parker. son of Mr. !
and Mrs. Lynn Parker, Route Two
Muraay.
, Miss Trees and Mr. Parker are
asenalaat Kirkag llghIkJaeL
The wedding will take place at
I the Kirlesey Bapast church. April
; 18 at e pin. Fr.ends and relatives
, of the couple are invited to at- ,
tend.

ii

Toe Yuung Women's Sunday
School class of the First Baptist
church met this week in the home .
of Mrs. Phil Mitchell to observe
the annual visitation program.
Mrs. James Brown presided at
the bus:ness meeting The group
adjourned to visit prospective
membert" of the class
Following the visitation, t he
class returned to Mrs. Mitchagas
home for the program. Gusset •
speaker fer the evening was Mrs.
Joe Pat Ward. Her program theme
was -prayer".
A dessert plate was served by
Use hostesses Mrs. Mitchell, Mrs.
John Parker and Mrs. W. L. Polly.

Top Families

-ZIOves have an especially elegant look this spring. Trimming
techniques are., many and varied
and always subtle.- Typical are allover pintucks, appliques and discreet beadin.
Embroideries have a handmade,
delicate air. They appear in both '
vivid colors and such soft shades
as pale green, blue and yellow.
Some are empire-inspired designs
of fruits or flowers.
Eyelets and perforations serve as
drror..tions and also offor coolness.
Leather trims are popular, too,
and leather is often combined
with fabric. Patterned sheer nylon ,
teamed with Frinch kid looks new, ,
feels light and comfortable. while
washable leather and stretch yarns
are another favorite combination.
pique, printed cotton and stretch
rse feat
-escoa
uinet caolt1toinn gflaosvheisona'
isvhes
close'fish
ly knit, very soft to the touch and,
in some cases, give the appearance
of doeskin.
Easy-care irtues are offered by
pastel striped nylon sheers and
v Ith
nylons trimmed
30111 IoPs
French knots and fagoting. Novelty jerseys and suedes with band
and fold trimming are other good
glove choices.

Attenaing were Mesdames E. C.
Jones. teacher; Morris Lamb, J. B
Burkeen, Hal Serman, Robbie Outland. Cast! • Parker, Calvin Campbell. Burnis Wrsehart, Omen Hutson. Joe Pat Limb. Alfred Cunningham. .1,1e Bob Sims, Hassel!
Kuykendall. James Brown, James •
Rogers, John favock and Miss
visitors werel
'Cooper
Mrs. Vernon Nance and Mrs. '
Ready for travel is a linen-weave , Tommy Hamilyn.
walking s u it. composed of a
three-button coat and matching
siert By Koret of California. The
:uggage is Serrisanite's Silhouette. I
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Gloves Show
Airs, Varied Trims
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Circle Three Meets
Tuesday. March 17th I
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Her spirits are light and gay, and
her coat matches her mood. It's
slightly fitted, double-breasted.
light owe English fabric Ott
matching velvet collar. patch pock-

Air

ets and ,pen back pleat.
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cereHAWAIIAN STATEHOOD—Duke Kahanamoku wears the
C- ;or becemes a family Affair in
he leads a
ITI011idi cape of the Order of King Kameharneha as
women's shoes for spring — a
Haw alpi oueaat n ofthegreuseitalak.S4130.atieriigMAIE
rou
bottom,
.ve rnt y
.'it a
statehood at Kawarahoa Church in Honolulu. At
ian
while skimaccarding to popularity, the five
left visitor Loki Lam does her native hula dance
Fla" At bottom,
tip tamales of fashion colors in
ming alcing on wate: skis at Cypress Gardens
York Central
New
the
of
'leather shoes include hot pinks.
hostess
chief
Slater
Joyce
right
bralant reds, br:ght blues, light
looks at the newest entry in the "star flelda—the
Railroad,
.salad
giant flag.
H.eh. re and collet" and contrast:
greens geing into Irish
50th Hawaiian star for Grand Central Terminal's
ing bzieca, detail dramatize an greens and avocados and deep, hot
Itaaanaeok ,ring pullover. Its oranges arid sea corals.
turn into—capelets
r, I's Or.g„nal "Ban-Lena
• i
Other favored roans are mauverief Toppings
I Favored furs for spring jackets.
oCial Catena&
pinks, lilacs and deep purples,
capelets. stoles and shrugs include
featured onairaly in dress shoes.
es
--after mink—persian lagib. bream -eversi
is
too.
popularity,
in
Continuing
tail-processed lamb, beever.
Thursday, March 19th
the beige-to-brown , group, includew
The Tri Signra Alluesnek
neal sad -stone- rearatee SquIrr
grayed
ing boneea toast and the
ocelot • and other novelty furs en
meet in the home of Mrs. James
browns.
tlatee their rruyeicely cousins
Parker. North lath Street, at 7:30
.
Particularly beautiful are these .r the even.ng.
Rising high in spring fashion's •• ••
aaezling colors_ interpreted in new
favor, the little jacket achieves
TOPPERS RETURN
callskirts that are silky soft with a
The Home department of the
some of its loveliest and m:st luxToppi rs ye staging a comeba;
subdued luster.. _shown for dressy, M.rray Woman's club will meet
licks In fur. It appears in in ate ck-hued shaggy wools or an
casual or street wear.
at tne club house at 1.00 p.m. for
f•Pe4'•111114nfiths — all short, mitched tweeds with suits for the
't
'Use a reulaicelor for sering a aiagclator. meeting. Healey.. Ada
.
nate terlaterla faith boatite -brief--eee -ensemble low
• -•••••
• -ilsect is best inteerireed in casual b• Mesdames J. A Outland. Rich:waist length or just dibele — and
but two-trne combinations ard Tuck, 0.
Robert
ht many furs, with mink predawn- , eee - ileatertar
are seen in day-time and dreg.. Etherban. R H. Robbins. Burnett
inating.
.
I
with
leather
brushed
blue
-hoes —
Waterfield. Mrs. Lucien Young and
the little jacket,,
Along *ith'
leather.
smooth
green
accents of
Qaerterrn .is Sr
John
of notable fur fashion :deas this
look
Illustrating 4 lady-like
geranium pmk with pale orange
-• •••
are the long and narrow
spring handbag is this elongated season
in smooth, lustrous leathers, blued
reversible or convertible
pouch style, with gold trim clos- stole and
Friday. March 26
Silo-lung pinks with lilac leather
New Concord llornematers tag. self-leather bracelet handle. furs.
T
Stoo leather blues are closely
"Hentiled like cloth" is still the
atturred to fabric blues — all with ea..: will meet in the home of Gloves are of Launderleather, in
where fur is concerned, and
hot orange Bag by Rosenfield, trend
a lot more spark than seen in Mrs. Taft Patterson at 1 p.m
• • ••
, fur jackets reflect this, being softgloves by Lamm.
prevt:us years
ly shaped to display spring '59
taltre smooth surfaces OT softly
I fashion themes.
Saturday March flat
brushed lea•aers hive great fishIn addition to shorter lengths. I
The Women'. Assaciation of the
on apeeal Texaured leathers. very
ge Presbyterian church will
the jaokets take emafly of the I
aoe'y grainel. are seen .n tailored
have a rummage sale beginning
Eirestrnents that characterize the
shoes for street or country wear.
"lifted look" — la:ge collars,ie.
8 a.m at the Anterie an legion
peteele
at
are
popularity.
tov\
Web :n
double-breasted closings, short to
".11
coicos.
fashion
new
Lea:hers .n
•• ••
tar:ice:et length sleeves, notched
be
tcontinues
shoe
Shape of the
collar. wide-away necklines, highlean ani tapered with needlemseday. March 113rd
placed belts or belt effects and
, wird toe or with a fiattened and
The Arne -lean Leg en Auxiliary
scarf necklines made to "tie it
gently squared toe. The closed will meet In the I, gun hall a:
many different ways
, toe and heel pump is most fay 7 p.m. `Commur.ity Service" will
Even cheek shapes for the
.red, but the pump opens up a be the program topic. Mrs. John
iaa.t..en glamor. steuteeri sin, is oit for spring. ithaeStaut vamps
; little fur jacket reflect fase inn
Hosleader.
program
is
Williams
ti-en ds in fresh handling of neckprevicied by cottan pr.nt dress lied var.:aeons of the Toltraps and
tesses eat be Mrs. 4ugust Wilson
lines and collars. Flounced capeg h waistline treatment
wth
!
Tolley.
and Mrs Bryan
lets. too, express an empire feellets,
above a pouffed. harem-hemmed
••
•
The "per. shoe. such as the
tog.
skirt 1:. In Speingena.d "Ever- I clesed-t e muiebeck. 'ode strap
The reversible or convertible
glaze'. fabric
Tuesday. March 14th
1
'styles that replace the stripping
fashions give furs greater versaAluma
Alpha
finds
Sigma
styles.
Alpha
The
heater
and
___
sends'
...•••••••
Ailey. Some 'jackets and capeleta
I fesmoneble place at after five oe- nae chapter will meet at 6:30 pm. I
reverse from fur ta fabric. while Jamaica Short subteen pajamas
building
Electric
Murray
EASE COLD MISERY
the
at
unions
fabric pair a star-printed top with match.
removable
have
for a pet lu -k supper. Gus will Si,ft ..,.. I. n.inine, waits a smooth- others
FAST — 3 DOSES
-knee-lez.et
color.
solid
ing
shells.
,
the
of
head,
top
the
across
look
er
who
are
alarnnae
S.g
be Alpha
Here's how. Take 2 80-6
They're in cotton knit By
shorts.
that
jackets
include
Convertibles
shown
trend
style
hair
sprinv,
alumnae
local
Is
the
of
not members
lets (one ein.te. one brawny
here Haiscolor is by Miss Clairol. I turn into stoles and stoles that Hanes
sit p'e
every half hour until 1 doses are
tairen. Don't wait 4 hours between doses. You feel the action
FAST. Relief in one hour or
your 59c back at any drug stare.
NOW at HOLLAND DRUG CO• I
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CASTLETON
THAT'S

gouHnle:n:
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beer

To delight the most
discriminating hostess ...
• For cosuol afternoon teas
or elergieftee for thot most
.
important dinner party

St

Be Sure It's
CASTLETON...

...of Course
...The silent partner to your
entertaining success
vt1A.sgetrh
i5xtrii,ei0beCIP°su
ltti
• Come in and let us show
you Costleton patterns that
will help you be that discriminating hostess.
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IRON SKILLETS

• MUFFIN PANS

• CORN STICKS

• CHICKEN FRYERS

Northern
•reg t
—
LIT1130
K)
Beans — Pinto Beans — Navy
Beam — elated Beans — Hominy
— Chopped Kraut — Black Eyed
Peas — Yellow Eyed Peas — Pork
and Keane

FREE

DGUBlE ACTION MEANS
BETTER BAKING

small

With Each

Cana 29c
33°3

for

)1z
Elfin

ounce

TOILET TISSUE
MOP, 10-oz. rayon

less than

gatrir,

•

BROOM

Purchas• Of

$148

BROOM

ounce
it costs

r

23c

lb.

R-u

And...

,,f

• DINNER KETTLES

SMOKED JOWLS

BALANCED

-17

— COMPLETE SELECTION—
• CAST

4 rolls 25'
only 69'

A..

rr osf
brands!

Gerieseeerseabety- jacket_ with _hie"
rue detail is countiebteheffeed
slim skiet of this suit. By J ar K
Quicksand
Er.glish
Sarnoff in
fr nested.

EXCLUSIVELY KIIVIN AS
THE WING POWDER WITH THE
BALANCED DOUBLE ACTION

Phone PL 3-1916
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STALLS

IN BUD AND BLOOM

'1.00 per doz.

(Formerly Tolley Food

ShirleyNo.Florist

•-;

r••••• •

For

10c
25c

FOOD
MARKET

Market)

* WE DELIVER DAILY *

LEDGER & TIMES

East Side of Square

PL 3-1551
"WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS"

4th

500

2 For 25c
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The Consumer And The Jobless
Key Figures In ES.ECO-nomy
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Sparkling Color
To Share The
Fashion Scene

GALLEY — ONE —
(1) of the marketing of these things
By MERRIMAN SMITE!
Color, and lots of it ,gives sparTHE CONSUMER
Larry
IN as much more
UPI White Home Reporter
kle to the spring fashion picture.
superficia
l.:
acBy ROBERT G. Shortal
cording to economist Dexttr M
WASHINGTON !UPS —Backstairs Varied and
vibrant are the hues
United Press International
at the White House:
Keezer.
—pinks, reds,
yellows, greens,
'NEW YORK IUPI — You, the
Tsday or Tuesday, British Prime
"This idea is thoroughly obblues, purples, in fact, most shades
average American. earning be- solete.
Minister
Harold Macmillan will be of the spectrum.
Successful marketing is a
tween about $4.000 and $8,000 a key
packisg his bags in London
ingredient of a successful
tor
While the fashion importance
year, hold the key to the nation's economy
the
flight to Washington and his of
of abundance," accordcolor was never greater, it's
economic future.
conferences with President Eisen- paradoxica
ing the the chief economist of Mcl, but true, that neutrals
The way you spend your money, Graw-Hill Publishin
hower on the Berlin crisis.
g Co.
are enjoying increased popularity.
use your leisure time, save and
The two leaders will meet FriFord's Edmunds said "a fresh,
Navy, beige, gray and black win
invest, will set the pattern for sustained
day at Eisenhower's special
business cycle during
renewed interest for two reasons.
the nation's economic develop- the next
woodsy hide-away, Camp David,
decade will require a
In the midst of the riot of colors,
ment.
in the Catoctin Mountains
Spectacular series of technical adof the neutrals look ultra-fashionable,
Unlike America's earlier his- vances in
Maryland.
cnsumer markets."
almost startling. And, they provide
when the economy consisted
Since it is highly unlikely the just
what is needed to set off the
mainly of the rich and the poor,
urbane and polished prime minisBy EDWARD COWAN
vivid hues to great advantage.
the biggest segment of the popters
previous
United Press International
summit conference
Beiges often take on more than
ulation — between 85 and 90 per
experiences have led him into a hint of
WASHINGTON (UPI) -- Alyellow and evolve into
cent now fits into the middle in- though
such
sylvan surroundings, there warm tones of honey
production is high and
and apricot.
come category.
are
income has been breaking records
some things he should know This blending
of hues occurs freThese families account for the from month to
about Camp David.
month, unemployquently throughout spring fashion,
bulk of total consumer expendi- ment is still
well above the "noras pinks are influenced by mauve
tures for goods and services. Those mal'. mark.
For tale thing, he would be and blue,
greens mingle with yelin the $4,000 to $8,000 a year
well 'advised to wear that white low and yellows
This is a curious and possibly
and blues with
bracket account for about half of ominous feature
fur cap that caught the fancy of green.
of the recovery
gest. • penditures.
the Russians when he wore it in
from the 1957-58 business recessgircono ists point out that the ion.
Checks flower garden and paisMoscow recently. Spring still is
nation's
nsumers are in sound
some time away on the chilly ley prints, glen plaids and giant
The highest administratinn econeconomic health. They have liq- omists concede
Maryland summit, and the weath- plaic3, dots — from polka to coin
privately that it
uid assets — bank deposits, gov- might mean
er can be quite sharp until mid- in size — and stripes represent the
the naSon ia in for
ernment savings and the like — a higher average
most-seen spring patterings.
April or later.
level of unemof more than $252 billion, which ployment
The Prime Minister should know
than in the pre-recesis an increase of more than $83 sion period of
that a walk in the Catoctin woods
prosperity.
billion since 1950.
is fine in daylight but risky
Total output of goods and servIn contrast, consumer instal- ices now is
business 'after dark. The camp is
perhaps a trifle larger
ment debt has increased $23 bil- than in the
guarded by a well-trained desummer of 1957 belion in the same perfect, indicat- fore the
tachment of U.S. Marines and
recession began.
jet
_or_that the copsueper has not
• ARV
when darkness falls, there's a
But there were
VW
rtnil
en going recklessly into debt. sons out of
s a
- eye
eitherneck behind
work in January, or
As a matter of fact, the figures SIX per cent
More than a few of the trees.
of the total labor
RUNAWAY FREIGHT TRAIN KILLS ONE, INJURES 16—Seven cars
buttress the belief that the con- force. The
jobless. total ran to 00-1'
of a runaway freight train crashed through the depot in
sumer is "the best money man- ly four
Otherwise. Macmillan won't need
and a half per cent of
Olympia, Wash., ploughed across a busy street and wiped
ager in the world."
too much in the way of heavy
the labor force in the pre-recesseveral
cafes,
two
auto
out
repair
stores.
smaller
shop
and
an
Henry Ford II, president of the sion period.
clothing -- except for his arrival
One person was killed and at least 16 injured, two of them
Ford Motor Co., said recently that
and departure, probably by heliWhy has unemployment failed
seriously. At top, a scene at the freak crash. At bottom, one
stimulating the
middle income to improve as rapidly as other ascopter. The President's cottage
the autos which was crushed by the runaway freight train.
of
group to action on the political peas
dna
where he'll be a guest is snug
of the economic situation?
and economic front is the best Economists
and well-heated.
give these reasons:
hope for "opening the door to ex—A workman can produce more
economic growth."
Night life? It's very limited.
in one hour today because of
11. F,,rd noted that the scientific technologi
Sometimes there are movies in
cal advances and. greater
aplosion in America has not yet investment
CHICAGO (UPI) — A dog-own- the Navy mess hall. The nearest
by
businessmen
in
been translated into an economic better machines,
er doesn't have to leave his four- town is Thurmcnt, a bit on the
drills, computers,
explosion of like magnitude,
forges and other equipment.
legged friend at home during smallish side. Its entertainment
;
Stahrl Eekies
urtge.. manager of
lenthy auto trips, provided the facilities include Camp Cosy,
—The labor force has grown
the Ford DRISIon of Ford Motor even faster
pooch is given the proper train- roadside dining spot with tourist
than output and relCo., predicted that by 1985 there
accornodations, one movie and a
ing ahead of time.
.
will be 10 million more families 'in
The Chicago Motor Club said snake farm (unfortunately the boa
the country with incomes over
most dogs, particularly the small- constrictor and the cobra are
$5,000 a year•than In 1935'.
( „How
er breeds such as terrieri 'arid appearing currently in the South).
He said the sharpest growth in
There are no bars. Beer is sold
spaniels, enjoy motoring.
ale year; ahead will be in the ,
Frequent short jaunts around over the counter, liquor Is avail15.000 to $8,000 income bracket.
the neighborhood before the pro- able only in a package store.
I
Economist A. W. Zelomek calls ' NEW YORK (UPI) — The Fierposed ttlip begins will condition
ida
Indians
used to combine denthis "revolution" in income disNormally, when heads of govany dog . to motion. the club said,
gerous sport with their hunt for
tribution one of the most dramatic ; foot
ernment meet, the host entertains
and
will
make
sure
he
doesn't
acc
,
c
,„t
get
of
a
w
haling
An
developments in the economy.
at dinner, and the guest picks Double-breasted brief
car-s.ck.
jacket of i
"The economy we have today I trip is contained in L'Amerique,
The club also suggested that a some fancy banquet hall and French tweed suit has self-fringe I
bears no resemblance to any pre- a description of the New World,
motoring dog-owner protect his -gives a "thank you" dinner before trim at waist. By Trigere.
in 1667 by Sanson
With it. I
vious period of our history," Zelpup from eye and other inflam- returning home.
Prince Matchabelli perfume.
geographer and teacter of
omek said, "Criniumereshauesznara.
Eisenhower can offer the prime
mations by forbidding Ficki to
nns XIV of France. He
nioneY, more savings and more
poke his head out of op'en car minister a comfortable dinner
leisure time to enjoy both than wrote:
without leaving the carrrp. but
windows.
"Fishing
for
the
whale
is
dune
ver before."
It also said dogs should be en- Macmillan will be up against it
with
great
skill
and
courage.
EuZelomek said this change is one
couraged to lie quietly while rid- when he goes shopfeng for dinner
of the reasons he believes there ropeans would never dare to hunt
ing so they won't interfere with facilities off the premises.
whales
as
these
natives.
When a
"will be no major depression in
He might consider Mountain
the car's operation and that they
whale is sighted, it is followed by
our lifetime."
should be given frequent chances Jerry's, a Thurniont spot, just
the Indians. As soon as they apfor getting out of the car — but north of the railroad underpass.
the
Companies making everything proach
whale, an
Indian
shr uldn't
be
allowed
to
run The prime minister wouldn't have
from automobiles and outboard julnPli on it back and rides it.
to worry about seating arrangearound
stopping
at
points.
motors to hairpins and lipstick He drives a stick into one of its
ments or such fancy details. Many
And,
says
the
motor
club,
don't
will be competing against each nostrils. If the whale dives, he
feed the travelling dug during the of Mountain Jerry's devotees nevother for the consumer's favor waits for it to surface and then
day: save his meals for the eve- er go inside, but have their hamIn past years the emphasis was drives another stick in his other
burgers and cheese sandwiches
ning.
an production. Now it is on mar- nostril. He ties • rope to these
Shop the ,big Springpushed to them through a large
iseting.
two sticks and returns to his boat.
window.
Summer Catalog, the
As the whale is unable then to Double-breasted closing, scalloped
"There is a tendency to think breath, it weakens, and is towed
TUNNEY'S SON TO WED
Farm Book and the
liar and lapels, huge pockets disof producing steel, digging coal, to land where it is cut up and
nguish a red tweed coat. DesignCatalog
Camera
growing wheat or manufacturing dried and ground into a powder
NIJMEGEN. Holiand (UPI) —
d by Nichi Giglio for Win.
SPACE DAY CELEBRATION
automobiles as basic, and to think for storage"
Mikie Sprengler. 23, daughter of
for EXTRA savings
Devitz.
HUNTSVILLE, Ala. (UPI) —
a Dutch brick manufacturer, and
during this 3-day
Varyck Tunne,y, 24, son of former heavybreight boxing champevent!
ion Gene Tunney. plan to be This rocket city scheduled a big
married ..here next Thursday.
-space day" celebration today in
honor of the space flight of PioWINNER'S CIRCLE
neer IV, rsow scoring toward the
vicinity of the moon. The Army
NEW YORK (UPI) — The late Ordnance Missile Command,
.
1
.1.
611, eft.
R. H. (Red) McDaniel set a train- Which helped launch the moon
er's record
with 211 winning rocket, has headquarters at nearhorses in 1953.
by Redstone Arsenal.

-(er spirits are light and gay, and
ter coat matches her mood. It's
'lightly fitted, double-breasted.
light owe English fabric writ
matching velvet collar, patch pock-

Ar

ets and ;pen back pleat.
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FORMER PRESIDENT HONORED—After he was made an honorary member of the Civil War Centennial commission in
ceremonies at the Truman library in Independence. Mo., fornier President Harry S. Truman asked Dr. Bert Maybe, to
help display the plaques presented to Mr. Truman. Doctor
Maybes La chairman of Missouri division of the commissio
n.

ATTENTION....

TI

1

al)erant

Beekee
_ pers and Farmers
_

Now is the time to stock your feekeeping supplies I can furnish complete standard hives
assembled and painted
Extra supers, tops, bottoms, frames, feeders.
Plain or wired wax f undationa, Bee veils,
gloves, smokers and Queen xcluders.
Get your equipment no
and save your
spring swarms. Old frames refilled with new
foundation
Place your order now for package Bees and
extra Queens.
Mr Farmer, or anyone interested in growing
fruit of field seeds, can furnish a complete hive
of fine bees at low price. Get a few colonies for
pollination and honey on the side.
I will save yoll time and freight and can
generally make suggestions on problems connected with your bees that may mean more suc5
cessful operation.

How To Travel
With Your Dog

Indians Once
Hunted For Whales

L. C. HUMPHREYS
Phone 3017
411 N Poplar St.

Par is, Tenn.
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E SELECTION—

as • CORN STICKS
• CHICKEN FRYERS
R KETTLES

therm
Navy
,miny
E yed
Pork

3C..303.

Just right
for ALL
cornbread

WLS lb. 23c

in BROOM

SHOP SEARS CATALOGS DURING THIS
3-DAY OFFER

Shop from Sears Big Spring General Catalog, Farm Book or Camera Catalog at Regular low catalog prices. Select from over 100,000 items!

2

$148

2

For

$1.50 CERTIF-

WITH EACH
$15 WORTH PURCHASED

If total purchase is $15 you get a
$1.50 Certificate . . . $30 purchase, $3 in Certificates and so on

3

4 rolls 25e
only 69'

• Heads

GET A

ND !CATE

Purchase Of

USE

CERTIFICATES

RD LIKE CASH

anc//77/Q17ey /7;7e

25c

TO BUY

ANYTHING WE SELL

Certificates can be
applied on future purchases at

Merchandise

every time!

Sears Catalcg Sales Office.

as CASH.
—_
Bunch

2

LS

For

10C

However you make it, you'll make it good with Sunflower Self-Rising
Corn Meal Mixl Tasty corn muffins, corn sticks, egg bread, corn pones
—make them all with Sunflower! Use Sunflower every time ANY
recipe calls for corn meal. It's quick and easy! No baking powder and
salt to measure and mix in. They're already blended in ... the exact
amount for cornbread as light and flavorful as coke!

25c

In

n•f cc is
•

le% DISCOUNT

/

Menchandis• Cortific•his
ON LOW
CALOLOO.;:a1C.ES

43:

FOOD
nak• and Brood, to*,
Us• Sunfiour S•!I Long
flour every fano the tv•v•
coils fo• Moor. Extra light, •xtro
testy' weir° easy, ••fra surof

MARKET

PL 3-1551
E YOUR BUSINESS"

FRIDAY • SATURDAY • MONDAY

Sone the free coupons in the bog' Redeem/.
able for Orig.nol Rogers Silverplcded Yee
con build a complete sell

'ER DAILY *
MURRAY WHOLESALE GROCERY COMPANY

3 DAYS ONLY
It's a big moment when big brother notices little sister! Both
are proud of their new spring clothes, and both choose checks.
She wears a double-breasted coat, in British woolen with velvet
collar and cuffs. His single-breasted, three-button jacket has
breast welt pocket, patch pockets with fitteas and center vent. In

imported Scotch Gun Club check.

MARCH 20- 21 -23

'

••••••40...r•

3 DAYS ONLY

SEARS Catalog Saleus Office
PHONE YOUR ORDER

PI•aza 3-3291
293 Mnin St
Murray, Ky.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY
,BACK

•
.....•••••••••••

Good

-

•

yr*:
'4•J'p

FAG? SIX

LEDGER & TTMES -- MURRAY,
KENTUCKY

Texture Is News
In Colorful Hosiery

THURSDAY

*MARCH 19, 1959

1:+

Growing 'interest in new :cx_. tures joins the continued tren tod
-tre - create fashion news`Ini
stockings for spring.
Shades range from pale bisque
tones arid. pastel mists to dark off.
blacks. Stockings may have only a
wisper of a tint or come in such
hues as deep, rich blue or bright
Pk.

•••

ROF
for
mon
Phoi

There arc colors to complement
Aga about every fashion shade.
including greens. lilacs, golds,
1
apricots. grAys and beiges. Some
are. treated so as to give a fragile
glow to the leg.

Pretty fill-in for open necklines
is foulard print silk scarf, in a
new size — a twenty-eight inch
square for balkless tying. By
.Glir.:

Read Our Classifieds

00

MIX
en.-.

•

Save 4

Textured sheers with a look
of lace are sometimes reminiscent
of the early Thirties. Among other
textured stockings are those with
a very fine rib effect, shadowy
check and -tweed patterns in such
two-lone combinations as be.gebrown and gray-white, and honeycomb weaves. Many come in seam-

aaa
- "

You get low, low prices on National Brand Products!

1

ays
VALUABLE

•milb

OOO

COUPON

50 FREE

2 You save up 20% on famous Kroger label products!

Vci ir4%2sty

.11=••

a.

Top Value Stamps with this coupon and purchase of /
1
2 gallon of Sealtest Ice Cream at
Kroger.

•••••
••••••.

4. You get an extra bonus this week . . . clip the coupons
and
get 150 FREE TOP VALUE STAMPS

••••••

Hues, Styles
Reflect Gay
Young Ideas

•••••

I

*

Plus 2nd Feature
-

l

COLOR.

"SABU AND THE MAGIC RING"
•

..•
• ...

•
ses '

1

1

arkE ONE!

•

Jr

a

••

COME ALL!
The Whole Family
is invited to

OPEN 11011SE
at the
'11\
•

TELEPHONE
BUILDING L
604 OLIVE STREET
Tonight &- Tornorrow Night
March 19 and 20
6:30 to 9:00 p.m.

.11

Monday's complete record follows:
_Census
45
Adult Beds
65
Emergency Beds
20
Patients admitted from Friday
9:15 a. an. to Monday 9:00 a. in.

JUniors and teens can choose
Mrs. Lois Waterfield, 602 W.
all the things that fash':,n favors this spring — among Main; Mn. Hasten Wright, Rt.
ern. checks
vivid colors and 1: Mrs. Vernon Stalls, 1108 MulneutraLg. textured fab- berry St.; Lube Alvis Cooper,
cs. lifted-look silhouettes; cog. Rt. 2. Farmington; Artie D.
Hale, 107 No. 8th.; Mr., Alton
imps reversible coats,
In addition, young ihd yrsung- Clark. Rt. I. Benton, Ky.; MN,
Essie A. Brown. 506 Poplar; Mrs.
'gured shoppers will find
( that
ew fashions designed for them Frank 1.45hlee and baby boy,
re marked by a special flair for 1135 Chickasaw. Paris, Tenn-;
James Michael Outland, .Rt. 6;
Aapt.ng to their busy lives.
Both the 91i171 dress with closer Buford H. Brown. Nat kinal Hotel;
'.t and the full-skirted dregs get Alvin Doughty. Jr.. Rt. I. Gil•xtra attention from junior and bertsville: Horace Edward Mc:een designers And there's also a Kenzie, 108 So. 14th . Mrs Atvie
zenerous helping of shirtwaist, McClain, 304 So. 3rd.; Mrs. James
blouson. princess and harem-skirt Tucker and baby girl. Rt 2.
Kirkgey: Mrs. Claude Vaughn,
styles.
Youthful gayety is reflected in 905 Pogue; Mrs. Warde Dappert,
bright colors vivid patternings and 1400 Walnut. Benton: Mrs. Euroll
Andrus, Rt I. Farmington.
and a world of exciting accents.
Green. red. vibrant pinks, yellows Patients dismissed from Friday
I
and blues show up as solids or. 9:15 a. in. to Monday 9:00 a. in.
pmm:nently,
in
checks.
Bold
Verne 0. Kyle. 118 No. 14th;
plaids and vibrant stripes are Mrs Claude
Va ugh. 905 Pogue;
liked, as are paisleys. polka dots Mrs. Fred Wells
and baby boy,
and pr:rts in blue-green colorings. 1602 Olive; Mrs. Henry Beaman,
For contrast. there are browns. No
16th.;' Star:yn Jo Taber%
and beiges. • followed by navy. 1409 V.ne; Mrs. Rome Todd.
gray and black. Classc prints, in Gen. Del.;
Mrs- Wm- Brooks
black or navy and white come in Simmons. Rt. 2, Buchanan. Term.;
for spring attention.
Master James Robert. Myers. 531
Fresh accents appear in such W. 12th.. Benton; Master
Danny
forms as the polka-dotted cum- Steve McCuiston.
Rt. 1; J. Thomerbund which shows below the mas Hughes.
14th.; Mrs. Kencropped top of a dress and jacket neth Dunnon. 828
So. 4th., Pacostume. Large mushroom or cape ducah: Edward Owen
Chadwick.
ennars. self-bands and bows at 213 No. 12th.;
Mrs. Liiburn Raythe bustLre and high-placed but- burn. So. 6th.; Mrg. Bennie
Lotons are among the young ways of gan and baby girl. 1405
B W.
reflecting the lifted look, with re- Main: Horace McKenzie.
108 So.
flecting the lifted look, with eril- 14Th: Oho P. Farris.
RI. 6; Mrs.
phaals at the top of the silhouette. Coy Hale. Rt. 1: Miss
Betty BaiRaised-waistline detailing, short ley Compton, 606 Main,
Benton;
and easy or demi-tited jackets. Mrs. Clarence Jenkins.
Rt. 3,
high-rise or cummerbund-topped Union City, Tenn.;
Mrs. Alton
skirts and open necklines charac- Clark, Rt. I. Benton;
Mrs. David
terize many junior and teen suits. Langley and baby
boy, Hillerest,
Coats. too. LIce the high-rise Calvert City.
look, often combined with fullness to accommodate the many
SPILCIAL
fuller skirts that win young taws. DiSuble-brearted stylng appears in both coats and suits, and
the reversible jacket or coat is •
frequent entry.
Stubbed and smooth silk, lightweight wools and wool moha:rs,
crisp. wnr.:ede and. flannels are
young fabric favorites for early
spring, plus many easy-care cottons, blends. wonder fabrics and
cotton kn:ts.
'7,11TI

50

.110.

FREE

••••••
OM.

••M•

•••••

•••••.
.•=••

Coupon Expires March 21, 1959

o 'mos Hui

-

'!'111/1E

(-11,2EMEAKEEM9999,6=

10 lbs.

Supreme
SUGAR 1^
•••••

Order Your
EASTER CORSAGE
Early, and Avoid The Rush!

Shirley Florist
500 No. 4th
(CLOSED EASTER SUNDAY)

.1=10

•

ONE..
••••••

1.••••41•110..
111

101.0111111 1
1111.11'll'Ilv
elll_ 44
1011 1 84
1111
4141•44.C4444
•S1 11611

- •

fliat; 39c

•

•

.•1. 1MM 1
, •1, =Wm.

Deliciously Tasty Country Club

Beef Stew

large
24 oz. can

•

49'

'MI

piety line of

EASTER CANDIES

Save 20c an Fluffy Fresh Cremelita

Layer Cake

•

From 1(k up

39'

each

Kroger
Shop Kroger For

COOKING OIL

EASTER PLUSH TOYS!

59c

qt.

• EVERGREENS

15" Beggar Bunny . . each only 99c
Standing Bunny . . . each only $1.49
Sitting Bunny . . . ". each only $1.99

• SHRUBS

• ROSE BUSHES
890 up

Deliciously Young And Tender Callie Style

WILDROOT CREAM OIL

Ground Fresh Hourly from Pure, Lean Beef

65c

5

Lb

Tasty and Economical

Ground Beef

Lt.

49' Smoked Jowls

Lb 25°
990

Tasty andd Economical
Lb.

35' Skinless Wieners _

Lb.

39e

•

lb.

lag

Lean and Meaty

Pork Steak
Sliced Bacon

Old Fashioned Pork Sale ! !

Lb.

59'

Spare Ribs . . lb. 49c

Pork Melts . . lb

Pork Liver

Pork Snouts . . lb. 19c
Pork Kidneys . lb. 23c

lb. 25c

Pigs Feet . . . lb. 15c

18c

0

Suny-Fresh . .. Vitamin-packed California Large 113 Size

Oranges

Sunkist...
The Finest!

Dewy Fresh and Delicious

Broccoli

..,..••••••••.•••••-•-11••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••=••12
,

-....•••••••••..mr•r••••••••

....••••••••••••••

.11M•

.•••••

•••••

Salad Dressing

Pork Sausage -

Cloverleaf.

••••••
.••••

with coupon and
$5.00 Purchasc

••••••

0# Pork Roast

EASTER FLOWERS

,

•••••

••••••

Smooth-Spreading Kroger

Crispy Fresh Mickeiberry

•••. •

Atelm.••t r.•0.1,11.91.9.1.1.1.63.1.11.1.1A1t113
•
. •
••••••

•

Flavorful Pyre

13c•utherrt

•

•••••••

sugar89

Two sweater colors stand out
this spring. The first is pink in
rose tones, flower shades, shrimp
--'--- 1." and flamingo. Yellow is second,
in rather bright citron shades or
- ir rh.lio:its ere/arose versions.

•••••

41••••

Coupon Expires March 21, 1959

711o,

,./

Top Value Stamps with this coupon and purchase of 10, 25 or 50 lb. bag of potatoes at
Kroger.

•••••

••••
•••••
•••••

l• 101111

50 FREE

•••••

•••••

Top Value Stamps with this coupon and s
$5.00 or more purchase at Kroger (excludes
tobacco and alcoholic beverages).

B1.1./
size
PL

•••••

• VALUABLE COUPON'

.•••••

.1•••

•••••
••••

•••••

aveattouttiktimmitove.M.14,

moo.

LMurray Hospital

.11••••

•

j
a 441.111.4.1.9.4.M.WIAlltakkallattlittlfee /
- VI/ T
VALUABLE_ COUPON "1.
••••••
•IM••

FRIDA Y&SATURDA Y

HI

••••

Coupon Expires March 21, 1959

••••••
•••••

, 1 1111111 11,1 11111 III

Fashionable anti tun in sunshine or showers is this grey, red
and black plaid raincoat. Spring style notes include a deep
roomy hood, tab sleeves, white pearl buttons and a tab closing
that su ests an ernpire waistline _les from va.adouseFashions
in Eastman Chromspun acetate.

Jack Palance - Anita Ekberg
in — MAN INSIDE" •

/

AMMON.
.•••••

.11.••

•••••

3. You get Top Value Stamps for wonderful gifts Free!

.
I
bedr
Sub.
sale.
PL

Large
Bunch

3,
c

Dozen

49c

New Green Cabbage lb
Green Peppers ea
Your
Purple Top Turnip; lb Choice

•••10•1111*•••••••••••••

nortgreld.

•

,

•

4

J
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Wheel, Rail Aid
Handling Of Boats

Cr
ys

FOR

MIX HAY. SEE BILL ED Hendon,
cne mile South of New Hope.
3-21.1P

•

ig

OWNER TWO NEW THREE
bedroom homes in Meadow Lane NEW AND USED PIANOS. Seib- 3 BEDROOM HOUSE, LIVING
Subdivision. Priced right for quick urn White, 403 Chestnut St., Mur- roam, kitchen, fenced-in garden,
built in cabinets, running water.
sale. Also good building lot. Call ray, Ky.
3-23P
$30.00 mo. 31
/
2 miles from Murray
PL 3-3903.
3-20P
on East Highway. Mrs. Clement
WELL USED UPRIGHT PIANO- Waldrop.
3-21P
out of tune, painted white and in
the way - make an offer - See FOUR ROOM FURNISHED apartTommy Brown at Murray Drive ment. Heat and water furnishea.
Call PL 3-5402 or PL 3-3291. 3-19P
In Theatre. Phone PL 3-3694.
3-19C ---------(Smoke and Water Damage)
ear

Services Offered

irhe Pioneer House

S coupon and pus.
Hest Ice Cream at

:h21, 1959

ooa ar uuys.

•
•'

fill'7
-

I

Nice Selection Of New
* OLDSMOBILES
* CAD1LLACS
* PONTIACS

coupon and pur:ag of potatoes at

•

INIE6
-CE
1
P

See Our New

Bonneville Vista Pontiac
Now On Display!
•

39'

ot
NDIES
lkup

•

59c

qt.

• SHRUBS

,HES

)IL
6

Lb.

lb
dm,

•,58 PONTIAC Sport Coupe. Local car,
low mileage. Really sharp!
'57 CADILLAC Sedan De Ville. All power, electric trunk, air-conditioned, new
tires, Ky. cars.
'57 OLDSMOBILE Super 88 4-door. All
power, J2 engine, Ky. license.
•
s'57 PLYMOUTH 4-door Belvedere. Automatic transmission, Ky. license.
'56 OLDSMOBILE 98 4-door. All power,
air-conditioned, looks like new, Ky.
car.
•'56 OLDSMOBILE 88 4-door. Black as a
crow, Ky. license.
'56 FORD Sport Coupe. Ky. license, black
and white.
'55 CHEVROLET 210. Black and white,
2-door, V-8 Power Glide.
* '53 FORD 2-dr. Nice car with Ky. license.
'53 PONTIAC 2-door.
'51 OLDSMOBILE. 4-door 88.
'50 PONTIAC 4-door.
'50 FORD 2-door. One owner car, local.
'49 CHEVROLET 4-door.
•
'42 Felitb Station Wagon. 22,000 ttriles.
'100.
' * * *
'57 CUSHMAN "HUSKY"
MOTORCYCLE

25°

99q.

-

•

9

1594 miles, saddle bags, windshield. Loots
like new! Priee is right!

Sale ! !

-

Melts . . lb. 18c

See -

OUTSIDERS

SEWING MACHINE SALES and
serviee. Contact Leon Hall before
8:00 a m. oe after 4:00 p.m. Phone
PLaza 3-2809.
4-4C
FOR LEASE INDEPENDENT'service station, excellent location on
y ir41 South. Phone 2725,
Hick M3:1, Ky
3-20P
--PERSONALIZE WITH METAL
monogr. ms from the Ledger and
Tintos Office Supply Department.
Self adhesieg, bevelled edge, rust
proof. Suitable for Automobiles,
brief cases, cameras, compacts,
guns. gifts, hobbies, luggage, leathercraft. metalcrafts, motorcycles.
optical cases, office supplies.
sporting goods, typewriter cases.
See them today.
TFC
DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE.
Prompt service. Trucks dispatched
by two-way radio. Call collect
Mayfield, Phone 433. If no answer
C211 C011ed Union City, Tennessee,
phone TV 5-9361.
TFC
METAL MONOGRAMS. PER akar
for personalizing luggage, cases,
books, etc Self adhearing, non rusting Sticks on almost anything.
Sec at Ledger and Times Office
Supplies.
3-I9NC
SPRING SPECIAL. 1 SINGER
automatic, only $199.50- 1 used
console $69 50. 2 used portables,
$25.00. 4 treadles, $5 ea. Singer
Sewing Machine Representative,
Bill Adams. PLaza 3-1757 or PLaza
3-5480, 201 South 13th, Murray.
TFC

The "Boat-Veyar is said to be
capable of handling boats up to
14 feet in length and 200 pounds
-; weight.

FOREIGN AID
TOLEDO. Ohio
- Edgar '1'. Harris, an export parts
packager in an automobile plant
here, searched his home and the
factory, then gave up hope of
ever finding the wallet he had
lest
Six months later, a package
postmarked Chittagong, East Pakistan. arrived for Harris. It contained the missing wallet.
The billfold had fallen from his
pocket into a box of parts destined' for shipment overseas.
--
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Answer to Yesterday's Piarlt

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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month
9-Resort
12-Nimbus
13-Unit of
Spanish
currency
14-13e ill
15-Th,-ee- toed

7-Cortiunctloti
8-Take
unlawfully
9-Mephistopheles
10-11416
11 -Mao's
nickname

17-13s1,.Ylonian

sloth
16-Period of
time
'38-Conjunction
20-Right (abbr.)
22-i ay
24- Young boys
21-Pain
25thusiastie
11-Pinch
32-Klnd of
leather
34-0rra.4 of
hearing
1117-Conjunction
37-Cuides
35-Newest'
41-Pronoan
42-River in
A?rn...t
44-Brimiess eao
45-Place
47-Clas:ify
•
49-Sloan horse
50-Saare
i •
52-Separate
54-Steamship
(abbr
55-Soft food
57- list rIct In
Germany
59-Supposing

that

deity
19-Ouclo's
low note
21 -Old pronoun
23-Clock face
25-Piscorll
26-Irregular
27 Help
28-Paridise
30-Colorless
33-Goddess of
discord
32- Walk
38-Weak food
40-00d of .ovs
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65-Os of Celebes
67-Ventilate
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56-Moa..asin
53-Knock
6O-Obese
61 -Cooled lava
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A MASTER MYSTERY
By STANLEY IELIJINI
C11.77111111. SIN,it OWEN NNW

amosasssby imiressres se th. isoweiloubLiatAr

to... amass** alr 'Ma ewers. 9r1141
.
449

;limousine -a man exias reatively the hen rlo I eaaa" staid 'Vy
praposasssing.
a.n Elder Statesman was .. eat
•
tney nad ordained w Jt thea w/, eunceal..t4, ...uorway se
aher, ne
dollars. He 033 acid the power monienterily surpr see
ot the High I•st:ce. the Middle. recovered nirnseit. "Oh, s su,
you
souriy
"How
for
a
tie
sae]
come
the
Low
svei
them
and
long time, ana they Knea noth ain't around fixing people s t'sea
any more Did you get a promo, ing aboat it and eared less,
Wykott
'.ea alongside Mum- son or something ?'•
ray, and the two ox them stood
studying the contents cat le win
There were sounds emanating
"And what happens if one ot dow. the nirndsome pipes and mei) troni behind the low atniudie
ut tine be- tic tobaccos arhich. as any pease' 3cnrade a room, the souncls JI
taese inan gats
tore we're ready?" asked Bruno by could sea saeae tbs.' sole in, ;nano badly Wive.). eaten '1 r
7. the 1•1 iaent.
terra! .
-What nappens to us then'"
ray Knucktd on the door the
Wykoti
saw
price.
."The
"Then-" Murray said. and
sounds aoruptly ceased 'Ye. has
g:-ice
the
"What
a
drew use edge of his forefinger
said Schrade. "Who 18
ay. "No
al
"Chaap.s sr.
I
it. taleat.
"It's 3.1111-C.1.1, Kirk Eddie. Rea
wple
of
.1-41
.nvolved.
cash
.
Brun.)
"That's what 1 thought,"
member, a couple 01 weeks ago
:or
me
to
want
you
I
favors
askcy:
said. "Now I'm sorry 1
t an assairing eye you told me if I ever neadca a
Wyk/41 ra,
All right let's get it aver with
'You want! . little oand to play at an occaIt might oe cold tee. but every at a meeisanaum
sam
minute Wykoff's sitting out there Who are you to tell me what you
Ilse door swung open. "C'ome
in ma car is only making him wait You dirty shamus' I want
the 000k You stole truni my oh'. ^one- on in. said Schrade.
notter."
"i
a
infc -sted. It
s anal I'm nsre tor
"No. first check with Mrs. K ho sr
;\a-, nooks.- said Murray 1 - •
about Schrade. Who's war'hine
Murray pie tied nim pack into
'I've get a little machine upstairs
him now"
the room and Bruno slammed the
"It's supposed to b--) Leo Mor. that mar:es two out 'it one. One
fOr you and one for me. Mine is door and stood menacing?
risey."
-Then ask her when Morritey in a box along with my life in, against it.
Schrade gaped at them both
called in last and What he re- surance. But I've got a surprise
for you, W,i•koft. If you make a "Say, what is this?" ne 941,1
psrteal."
weakly.
"What's going on nere"
you
can
nave
with
me
now
Bruno ordinarily a slow-mov- deal
You better watch out with that
Mg man, departed and returned both of them. l bate to say it,
worth rough stuff. because I don't like
with fair celerity "She says he but your records arer.'t
it '
called about twenty minutes ago, anything to anybody'
-Thwts-wtlItt your 311. Wtrare---Thatss-toss-tmeh--htureery-sotarre-ae-----anti Schrade is stil there. 1Th-gt
'because the g-uy who sent us
, Solna of a deal ""
good
'
good. Now we go to I -An egos) one Fltst, I want here does But maybe you'll get
•
used
to it Eddie. Maybe after a
you to drive me over to Brookwork."
• • •
lyn and wait there w e clear couple at lumps ',(l' won't even
mind it."
Brun -) waited in the doorway up some business. Then, around
Schr..ide found it hard to swalot the budding, holding the port- nine o'clock tanight, I want you
"What- guy" Whet are you
able tape recorder, while Mur- to show up at irk Miller's apart- low
bring talking auest"
ray strolled a few paces along ment. And i want you to
"What guy" Murray trirneo
the street and stopped io took your 1)..a nal. .oi3calze alo ‘!,
to Bruno , 'Ile waits to itnow
in the window of the tobacco with yeu. That's all there is to
store there. Using the windowH It. and you'll get your books to who sent us. You warn to tell
gonluy, "sure.
him
as a mirror he watched Caxton night at Miller's Its the lingge.'e•
leave the limousine and approach bargain you couta ask tor.-'
Wykott^tated his head to read Gitor,ge Wykoi'l sent as is that
nim
-Mr Kirk" Caxton removed the price tag on the meerschanin July surprine"
-I don't oelieve your isichraie
nip and !lei° it to nis chest, "You can' that a bargain. makltl
•"Yoiere a couple of takers
a gesture befitting the dignatted !mg trouble tor'tea? Take it trots: Cried
ch;ititteur of a dignified magnate. me. Kirk, I don't se i Ira 10W7 Wlirt wneld George want with
aboui
"Mr George iNykoft WINS that if the river for anyboon or any. me" What &sea he care
you want to speak to him would thing And what's this about Lo. me!"
-You Itttle doutile-croasena
you please step into the car' ' Scalzo. Since when do I give
LoScalzo his orders' If you knew Murray said "he cares lanty
It's nem over there."
You
dein I realiv oehevs that
like
what
he
was
"I know it is But you tell Mr
"I know out you can make up story i told you mast time din
Wykoft for me, that ,,,want to
it was ri.eolge sent me
speak to him right over here. some story that'll get him there. you
then oecause le beard alt siren
Tell him he could use the fresh And as tar as Miller goes. you'll
be there to take care ot rurn, you and Miller and Pim:N. rtut
air
Obviously, it was not up to won't you' And it's either that, he wanted Cu Kele you a ehenee
Yoe mad your
Come clean
Caxton to make decisions as long or no book. Wykoff. You're hung to
chance Eddie, and you blew it.
thumbs."
as Wykoft was on the scene, fie up by the
What do 1701.1 think of that!'"
7.Y
Do
ciu
n,tthsitnk
all,so?"
returned to the car, and in the
No one made a crave Lowago
Make up
anep window Murray saw him
your mind quick, or start won- him but Schrade retreatec
animaaedly to Wykoft
was necked against the wait,
--Them were other reflections in dering who gets those records he
or the ,Treasury hands extended as if to fen'! of:
the window as well, Murray no- ftrat-LoScalzo
oncoming dtsestar
ticed: the reflections of two-dol- Department."
Wykoft trrned away from-the
lar bettors psss- ag up and down
Met'.r esenae. Sits a.ma tVyMen and women of meerschaum. -Get in the car, '
the street
koft-stuaatue dal:en:est:. for
an sizes, shapes. and conditions he said,
Marrayai tape recorder aa 'The
of life the.. walked by, not know"I've got someone c -a u rias to
.td
Estoth Cla-aes trove, t
ing that the rran they glanced come along with me''
stir:ere iroranre in t. urn % see.
is
"All right, both ot you. What
at as ne was he:ned from nis

'd three
•rUFtP . .
I
1
. line an
• paper clips
its dealt. "Here's George Wy.
Kett. acre's Eddie "Schrade, and
ii '.es era Miller,- le explained
to Bruno Mantredi "The three
men we're setting up. And when
they re all set we jump them-tne. two three and take Chem
a 'the checker board all in one

a I

hs Frei. Ritsh•r•rlie,

NANCY

WHAT'S ON

ITS NICE OR YOU -7-3 77,;<=
c
M E TO THIS FANCY PLACE -WHAVS ON THE MENU?
-7

-

THE

MENU ?

DE LUXE
LUNCH

FEMALE HELP '
-J

$4.50

RELIABLE PERSON TO DO full
time baby -Sitting. Call PL 3-1321
3-19P
after 6 p.m.
=seeFEMALE HELP AGE 18 TO 35.
High school education Inquire at
Boone Laundry and Cleaners TFC
•'•
WANTED AT ONCE - RawleIgh
dealer in Calloway County or
Murray. See or write Bill Johnson,
Dog 352. Russell Springs, Ky,
phone Caton 6-4485 or write Rawleigh's, Dept. Kyc - 1090 - R, FreeITC
port. fit.

MODEL SOLDIER

i4AYWARD, Calif. - (UPI) /dany men at the Army's Lake
Chabot Nike air defense site spend
their working hours on real missiles and their spare time en mudIs.
Pit. Ronald Eberhard, of San
, Mateo, has made scale models of
the Nike Hercules, Nike Ajax,
flonme John. Dart, Little John,
a dab-mm atomic cannon, a vertieal takeoff Pogo plane and the
arrIer USS Forrestal.

••• 11.00

0.0
44E160

*BRIE

ILD'

SLATS

• P.

•
1

by Itteburs Vas Burma

f-

-TI-X 7111
Siel EFIES SCIENTIC
EXPLANATION. THAT OOZE SEEMS to •,
HEADING IN ONE DIRECTIONalmigEtal
TOWARDS THAT BROKEN-DOWN
SHACK DOWN THERE,'

I WONDE:"":
-'E STUFF
ATTRACTING TI
IN NAY DIRECTION

THERE MUST BE SOME REASON
FOR THAT MASS OF SOAP BUBBLES
GRAVITATE TCWARDS THAT
ONE LOCATION -GET ME
OUR BASE,'

rACLO" !zONG 70 YOUR
DESCRIPTioN, PROFESSOR
-THAT HOUSE IS
OCCUPIED BY A LOCAL
C.HARACTER KNOWN
AS BATHLESS
GROGGINS!

To

••••••••,,,

I.11' 141*W-

GAYLON TREVATHAN
•

egrcooret)
oaf:
el&
ep.17
-coo
VA

at

*J. T.HALE

:49C
Your I
Choice

,

MONEY-SAVING OPPORTUNITY
to try Spencer Foundations and
-desi-gn.,4 indiodually
0 I
introductory offer on two rimy
fabrics March 1 'o April 30. Mrs.
:.hr.stine Tabers, Phone PLaza
3-2580.
3-30C

VERRLE TAYLOR

A. C. SANbERS

Snouts . . lb. 19c
Kidneys . lb. 23c

-Clothes may not make the man
but they help other people tell
,bout his job, social status and
habits, according to a Michigan
State University social scientist.
"We recognize the factory hand
by his work clothes, the executive
by his suit and the student bY his
slacks and sweater," Dr. Arthur
M. Vener said.
-A survey in a Micalgan corn
munity showed persons who have
"come up in the world" are more
aware of clothes than those who
remain in one economic and soaial Soup all their lives, Vener
said.

•

COUCH & CHAIR, GOOD SLIP
covers, also 7 piece dining room
suite. All in good condition. Phone
3-21C
PL 3-1983.

NOT!CE

loam

)t.
ar

By Their Clothes
You'll Know Them
EAST LANSING, Minh._ nrpn

WASH DAY IS NO PROBLEM
MONTPELIER, Vt. (UPI) when you use our self service
laundrette. Wash 20e. Dry 10e. We Ten members of Vermont's House
never Cose. Speed Wash, 207 f Representatives come from Canda. tw:/ from England and one
BLUE BALLERINA length formal, 250 BALES JAP HAY - Alfred South Seventh Street.
4-2IC
each from France, Denmark Scot.
.
size 11, worn only once. Phone Murdock, Murray Route 1, Phone
land and Bavaria.
3-21P
.
PL 3-3213. Delores Warner. 3-20C HE 5-4150.
Hgw. 79--5 mi. S. Paris, Tenn.
3-19C.

h 21, 1959

HOUSE WITH FIVE ROOMS and
bath down, two nice rooms up.
Builtins, and in
lineoleum.
Venetian blinds. Newly decorated.
Also four room house and bath.
Newly decorated. Venetian blinds.
Builtins, E. F. Bilbrey, 512 Broad
Street.
3-21C

FIRE SALE
Antiques and Gifts

EE

AIPAIMP111.1P4.11
°UPON.

ALUM AWNINGS WILL SAVE
You inoney this month. Have
several sizes in stock, also Alum
siding 7 colors, 10 Alum windows,
1 doos $199.00 installed. No down
payment. 36 months to pay. Home
Comfcrt Co., 108 S. 12th St. Ph
Ka 3-3607.
aTFC
USED CLOIHING FOR girls and
boys, size 6 to 12. Also some
ladies clothing, size 12. Phone
PL 3-1875 after 4 p.m.
3-19C

1
FOR RENT

ROBERT BLANTON R E C I•P E
for making Hot Tomales. Save
money by making them yourself.
Phone PL 3-4693.
3-20P

/ I 0/
-

OUPON

ALE

TITERETT. Mass. (UPI) - A
Boat-Veyor" has been developed
for the boating enthusiast whose
veSS&. IS too heavy for him to
put on top of his car by himself
but too small to warrant the expense of a trailer.
The device, manufactured by
the - Market Forge Co. here, incluaas aa -Small wheel attached to
the bow of the boat,' which can
then be wheeled up a monorail
that is opened up to lead from
the ground to the roof of the auto.

Motor Sales

OC

PL. 3-5315

W. Main St.

c

(-71-1AR) /5.f."--M4H
OLE DOUBLE.'?S772.1. 1-/V/i10-71 RE.'7
JEST ASAH 1100Eaff=

l (L2NEDOVTAAtW
ir-BUTA/E-cHuc,r41(JUST W04./ ,9?F.F
TRIP TO ITALY.1-=9

Har,DOUARTERS?
HERE'S AT;I:)!!GARSON'S HIDING
OUT IN DOGPATO-IUNDER THE. NAME

StS)

Outside Write i[all
$3.95
$4.95
$5 95
Putty Knife
ROt
Porch Floor ....,.
$5.95 gal.
Steel Brush
48e
Flat Wall
$4.90 gal.
White Enamel .......$2.25

or oKum !!

STARS

HARDWARE
"More things tor more tseople"
12th & Poplar

._..1 ,
•r7

7

c-44•,1. tt.;L: or-
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LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

North-Marshall
Downs Gallatin
In State Meet
Jimn7y Larriplay pe,eired in 27 serve Barry Baker with 15 and
paints to 'cad the Free-runmng -i'eeirer Joe Lowe With (3.
North Marshall. ranked seventh
North Marshall Jets ti a crushing
9041 via•ary over Gallatin County in the UPI Coaches' Ratings. lost
.the opening game .f the State .aart:,y one game while winn.ng 34
Baskea,111 Tourna- during the secson and the early
iLgh Scao
ment !ii •he Mem -.a. Coliseum at , ounds of the tournament.
I A foul-rippled Maysville team
Lexingtaa last night.
The spe,dy Jets roc. vered from :slaved off a last-period rally to
Law: p raid "tc11:-tmment jitters- defeat Larue County. 78-67, in
to aweep away from Gallatin ''he other first night game.
Maysville lost three men on
Caunta behind the -basket bombing of Jimmy Lampley and the Souls in the first three periods.
board sweeping antics of rangy including Alan Bane, who got 18
points before going out with one
•
Pat 14.- yle
It uas •he 'outside shooting of minute remaining in :he third
Latimier that broke :he game apen! period.
The Bulldogs ran up a 10-1 lead
as the .'.z.:t-kcy guard connecteti,..ara
tria arst thrr ,mirutes of play
cIaha af nine fireld "aqsals :n the
first ha'f :Ind five consecutive w h their close-pressing defense
us1y upsettirs the taller but
larsket in to second half. Doyle
amazed t. uin-ey -fans with _his slou-ep Hawks. Larue County playhigh leaps for the rebound and e'd Maysville on even term s
-trrs famlua long. galloping strides through the rest of the game. but
WAS
unable to overcome that
down the court.
North Marshall took a 14-7 lead early margin.
Top: man for Maysville was
after breakire a 7:7, deadlock and
reeaed,ag ,he 1,ram v ('%lvert
wa. never balased
Alexander had 17 aria
Victory that 'sends the First Realon Bobby
power into cornpet!tion with Man- Bane 18. For Larue County. centville in the quarter-finale Friday er Roy Alexander was high with
at 2:00. Maysville' traumphed over 17 points. fol'owed by Carlcs
Larue County 78-67 in the second Piggs with 16 and Buddy Sanders
game. The foul-plagued Maysville with 13
led throughou: the contest but had
....2! 48 72 90
d.ff.csa:ty in fighting off a last- North Marshall
15 30 36 51
Gallatin County .
ditch rally.
Nottk Marshall I NI)
The Jets 'holding a 21,15 edge
Doyle 22. Larimer 12. Spiceland
at the end of the first quarter
of play. led by 18 points at atho. 7. Lams:4y 27, Powells 6, Wornhalftime interraissiora ;48-30. North mack 6. Goheen 7. Watkins 3.
hit a high 62 per cent. of Its shots Clark 0. King 0. Sely. Ellington 0
Gallatin Cemanty I51)
in ahe.. Lint ; halt; and w?aant
- 9. Davis 5. 'Lowe
".-Ifonty Rat
aaan,-- with 51 per .cent..
brazin to subst:fute lo the. 13..1 Rob •rts ". Suter 2, Baker 15
.t•-•4 parnad -an" the rese4vea
••
ta•
7! ur w "I aalli-es the
,cr_ retens. and a large mare
safety.

I
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CHESTNUT SLICED

PURE PORK

rraa

Ca:lege 713
infield- •
charn- Tarraa eader
n.rna. •f tro Oh..,
Con:en
34) pr,- e:. at.J . qi,
.fnemasers
h,
:n r
:seaside nutrerac
na
p. ra. a practice with Celdr r
Bil.r gv.:n, one af
report ag.
the oe
m.... -a the cant :c...
7 hay M, _ase54par
Caaah - J hn-a. 1...fteagan said laai. v,..
as's is,
as at ra,• he had mat A la..1 Ivessa:e squad. Co. .
hiah put togitner a 14-5 recard. ana c. net • .Varae Bil:ihgl
tack f r an-.h- r seasan) How- and L al( St a.. h,th g aid I
an.: g...c1 handlers. ,1
ever. tha Racers may find it ex- CE cr
trerneny hard ta defend their pitchers.
Three pitchers. FLch Coleman.
title. because two (1 the four
regular
lost Irian :he squad Lynn Braiweli. and Joe He.er.
were the team's lead.rig pitchers. all g..<1 cantr.,1 men. will be
Tammy Wells. who wan Sand back
Others returning squad men
lost 0 :ast year. has signed •a
bonus contract with the Los An- :nclude infielders Bernie Laufgles :Dodgers. and 'Chico Reyes, man and Charles Tcx,hey_, out1-1 fast seas-'n. transferred to fielders Hart Schupp and Nelson
pitcner Avrira
H;m 0.,
PAtaburg, Kan. State Colic...4.'13C
End eat-her St, ••ng C-svger.
her two regulars 1c:Ft arc
Nine freshmen will a.au be
Dan Oingwerth. naw try-.the Beitirnare Oriol- the iqi,ad.
•nan Burley MaThe Racers
• a ruggaa
this. !a
team captain. 20-game sch
h h
g
Rt ean:aa f . al- season are und. 'ai Paatil 7, 3 EV4.1.
osatfteder Dale A1,..x0nler, who a( Ilegs Other opp nen a Inc
led the team last yiar r. battita. M.:e renne-:re, SA theaat al
triple •, hits and RBI's:.nflekgr aouri, .f(iretiaad S.ate Ea('.C.7
Bill %Shade .team
.
leader in slug- Kt
4 Wr.tern
KeIrUek:.
gir.g and sec tict ta Alexan :et in
Tech. 5outnwes.eni
3.3el
batting, hits, arid RBI's cettfiald- Collt ge A tic ar '2 State, and East
er Burman Reed. who batted Tenn( . t e.

BISCUITS
90 can

1-Lb. Pkg.

VIENNA
can

lb

lb

3-Lb. Can

Seasoned The Way You Like 'Ern!

LARGE TENDER ALL-MEAT

se

FiQrrt
SAUERKRAUT
with each pound

NEW TEXAS

Unit

B str.h

H. J. HEINZ

ASPIRIN

MIRACLE WHIP

1Beef Stew
39°
Milk
39°
Tuna

EXTRACT

Cloverleaf

75c

329c

1-lb.

Starkist

PARAMOUNT

AUSTEX

D-CON

DILL

Light Chunk

TAMALES

PICKLES
pint 250

1S-oz. can

Cans

Argo

99
.1t

1-lb. box

Corn Starch

29

2

PEAS and CARROTS
16 oz. can 2for 450

For

31C

DOG FOOD
5 LBS. 75c
25 LBS. $289

1-Lb. Box

CRACKERS

Build-A-Se+ SALE!

SUNSHINE
i

23e

BLUE RIBBON

&dish, frosh
toff.*

NAPKINS

kg kit3.s

0 Count

Build-A-Set GALE

/ FREE

King Size Cheer

tif
SnAK KIN

/ STEAK KNIFE

INSIDE

•
sisetETE''

$1.29

GIANT SIZE IVORY SNOW
GIANT SIZI IVOSY SNOW

79c
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FREE STEAK KNIVES with IVORY SNOW•COMET•CHEER•JOY

INSIDE

Li

A h
up in
huge 1
swept
of Lcit
of the
this rr
would

Vicev
gave a r

Lslag;89

STEAK KNIVES

WINO SIZE OHM

3

(MOUSF PRUEE)

49c

STOKELY - VAN CAMP

KASCO

can
STRAINED

Food Colors
4 for 28t

quart 4W

Austex

Pure Vanilla BABY FOOD
203
R AiT

100 TABLETS

KRAFT

,
97

Godchaux - 104. bag

•

Bathroom TISSUE
4-roll pkg.190

Cello Bat

F
Ai

a

LACE

Bunch

FRESH GREEN

BAYER

GRAPE
E DRINK
qt. 2W

-Eaa

LARGE, CRISPY

3I
A,
D
USAGE

I-CHADE

lb

-rittstr, FIKM HLADS

o 01.J iten

.•

BUTTERMILK and SWEETMILK

KREY CANNED

BACON Sausage HAMS
19
$2.99
49
FRANKS
49
LETTUCE
CELERY
CARROTS
ONIONS

FREE
The

•

-oz.

FREE STEAK KNIVES with IVORY SNOW•COMET.CHEER.JOY
JIG
a

Fi

BIG BROTHER - YELLOW CLING

FRESH
PICNIC STYLE
3- to 7-Lb. Avg.

Tournament

•

1959.

BIG 9 SPECIALS PARKERS 1.
PEACHES
I6
PORK ROAST
29! C190

State

LEXI"-G"-ere
- The eta'
ssreilecbal taurnamer•
tad: a
ra - s d -rto
trad:t.ohal
s..ogames on tap. featuring fir
pearances by Laxinetor. DU: :-, Thur-,.ds Results
, ttu Pont) Manua.
and Louisv
rated 1-2 in the state
Covington Grant and Pikeville Covington Grant 72 Pikeville 64
opareed today's proceedings with
an -early bird"' match at 9 a.m. Olive Hill 88 L vingston Central 78
followed by the Livingston Central-Olive Hill tussle at l045 am. , Wednesday's Basketball Results
United Press lettereational
Afternoon fon-..s pit 13owl.ng
National A.41: Tournament
Garen Hign Street against MontiSet cod Round
saella and Sacrarnerde and Dunbar
Bakers 62
and nieht games match Central US 3.1arir.es O3
City ard Manual arid Clay County • S Army 88
Akron Gaodyear Wingfoots 71
ard IBreathar I"our.ty
In faaa attar: Wedra ;day night Baton Rouge Teamstars 97
Alen Bradley 85
lay --:'-d
M. ysailla and North
agar.aa: ral•ai ,ve:- Gallatin Wichita Vickers 99
U.S Navy All-Stars 68.
County and Larue Cour'y to head
Pe, ra Catcrpill rs 106
-.at mee•Ing
Are
a. a , M.-2herson. Kan.) 59
F
y ,r - raor
•
s Seri -Sac O. ra( 62
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y
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